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 The

 Geographical Journal.
 No. 3. MAEOH, 1912. Vol. XXXIX.

 CHINESE FRONTIERS OF INDIA.*

 By ARCHIBALD ROSE, C.I.E., F.R.G.S., British Consul, Teng-yueh, Yun-nan.

 The North-East Frontier.

 In the course of the twenty-two centuries which have elapsed since the
 descent of Alexander the Great and his Macedonian levies to the Jehlum

 valley and the plains of the Punjab, the constant passing of armies, and
 the ceaseless advances of conquering man have made a moving place in
 history for the mountains and the passes of India's north-west borderland.

 Of the North-East Frontier little has been written, and for many
 years this boundary has remained hazy in its geographical limits, peaceful
 in its policies, and happy in the dulness of its annals. The events of the
 past few years, however, have forced this section of the frontier into a new

 prominence. With the flight of the Dalai Lama from Lhasa in February,
 1910, we were brought to a sudden realization of the fact that China desired
 to inaugurate a forward policy in Tibet, and that India had acquired a
 Chinese neighbour along the whole stretch of that 3000 miles of frontier
 from Kashmir, past Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, Assam, and Upper Burma,
 till we reach the Mekong and Tongking. Not that China is playing a new
 part in asserting her power in Central Asia or that Chinese ambitions and
 Chinese policies are an unknown factor on the Indian borderland. We
 see, however, these ambitions and policies recalled to life after a long sleep,
 and carried through with a new vitality. The Chinese colossus has moved
 in its extremities, its farthermost limbs, when the heart seemed to be failing
 and the centre of all its activities in Peking was over-burdened with troubles
 from within and from without, and seemed for the moment numbed and
 almost broken.

 * Royal Geographical Society, January 15, 1912. Map, p. 312.
 No. III.?March, 1912.]
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 Since tbe conquest of Kasbgaria by tbe Emperor Cbienlung in 1759,
 tbe sway of Cbina bas been recognized as far as tbe Kashmir border with
 but a little break in tbe days of Yakub Beg and bis Mohammedan rebellion.
 She has bounded our Indian Empire, too, along the whole of the Burma
 frontier for several centuries, though it is but in the last few years that
 she has attempted to carry her administrative frontier up to her political
 border line. She has exercised a shadowy and intangible suzerainty in
 Tibet since the eighteenth century, and now she has at last asserted claims
 which are more than those of a suzerain in that mysterious and distant
 dependency. She has carried her arms to the sacred city of Lhasa, has
 driven the Buddha incarnate with but little ceremony from his spiritual
 throne, and has even asserted claims over Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim which
 have attracted the attention of the world.

 China has excited but little general interest in western Europe until
 recent years. We have known of those industrious millions leading laborious
 lives in their ricefields, packing their tea and their bales of silk in the great
 yellow plains of the Pacific coast, or importing the cottons of Manchester
 and sending them in heavy-sailed junks far into the Chinese hinterland
 from which the Yangtse flows. China, however, has been little more than
 a name, a market, an unaggressive people slowly rising from the apathy
 of centuries of sleep. It is impossible to live amongst these industrious
 law-abiding people without learning for them a liking and respect, as one
 watches their humorous acceptance of the endless round of monotonous
 days, days of little sorrow and little joy, a dull and uneventful sojourn
 to the inevitable end. We have had to fight in China in the past for fair
 trade and for such relations as may exist with dignity between the nations
 of the earth, but we have been little worried by Chinese beliefs in their
 world-wide Empire or in the claim that there can be but one " Son of
 Heaven " on an earthly throne. We are told that China is the Middle
 Kingdom, a happy isle rising above the floods of circumambient bar-
 barism; and we are not particularly agitated when reading that, so late
 as 1793, the Ambassador of His Majesty King George III. was conveyed
 to Peking in a barge, which bore aloft the legend that His Excellency came
 bearing tribute from the English King. Such incidents have been accepted
 as quaint but immaterial side-lights on a country whose soldiers wore
 targets embroidered on their breasts, but whose merchants were honest
 purveyors of good teas and regular purchasers of unlimited cotton goods
 from Manchester. We will trust that they may long remain so, and that
 the commercial genius of Great Britain and China may serve to link the two
 nations with a tie that shall be strong enough to withstand the frictions
 of political controversy, of impulsive boycotts and international strife.

 It is inevitable, however, that we should feel for China a new and
 stronger interest since she hasforced upon us the recognition of her neigh-
 bourly claims. There are few countries which should prove so satisfactory
 in this relationship as China, with her peace-loving, slow-moving people,
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 and her administrative genius. India will be happy indeed on her north-
 east frontier if China proves true to her tradition, and if she will consent
 to learn and to fulfil the duties which civilization demands from the nations

 whose borders march with those of sister powers. Signs are not wanting
 that this will be a hard lesson for her to learn ; she has grown so accustomed
 to a tribal fringe, to the barbarian hordes to the north and south and west
 of her broad domains, that she is slow to realize the rapidity with which
 her modern advance is bringing her to new and undreamed of frontier
 conditions. Opposite Kashgaria and Chinese Turkestan lies India;
 administrative advances in Yun-nan bring her to the Indian line in Burma
 too ; her military activity in Tibet brings her again to Assam and to India,
 and lastly we cannot but regard with interest the political signiflcance of
 the move, which has installed her as a military power behind the moun?
 tains of Bhutan, Sikkim, and Nepal.

 I have been asked whether the past few years have shown signs of any
 real change in Chinese affairs. My own experience prompts me to answer,
 yes ; the changes are very apparent, but their actual value cannot yet
 be safely gauged. There was a very general and very obvious stir through?
 out the country after the occupation of Peking by the allied forces, at
 the time of the Boxer troubles. That, I think, was the first real stimulant

 to the awakening of China, the first realization of her needs and her possi-
 bilities. Before that crisis there was much talk of the break-up of China,
 but China would not easily break up now ; even in the midst of the present
 eruption we cannot but recognize that her position has been consolidated
 in some intangible way, and that the eighteen provinces have been brought
 to some realization of their common interest. The next decisive influence
 was the outcome of the Russo-Japanese war, which awoke a new ambition
 throughout the East, whilst losses of Chinese territory have brought to a
 head the lack. of confidence which had gradually been gathering among
 the people for the past three years,

 Whatever may be the visible outcome of the present revolution
 there is little doubt that the will of the* people will triumph, and that
 China will embark on a new career of progress and national unity, which
 should be as welcome to the civilized world as to the most enthusiastic

 members of an awakened China. In dealing with the frontier question
 we cannot but consider this new factor on our borders. Both geographi-
 cally and politically China comes closer as a neighbour, and awakes an
 ever-increasing interest in her weakness or her strength. She has the
 nucleus of a fine army, and she has an abundance of good fighting material
 in her sturdy millions, if we may judge from those few occasions when
 Chinese troops have been led by British officers. If the Government is
 able to keep the new troops free from the peculation which has sapped
 the energy and effectiveness of the old military system, they may one day
 be capable of great things. They have the tradition of that Chinese army
 which, little more than a century ago, performed the military feat of

 p 2
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 overrunning Tibet, and trying conclusions with no less redoubtable a foe
 than the Gurkhas of Nepal.

 It is impossible to see far ahead or to weigh with accuracy the outcome
 of the next few years. China is now passing through her most difficult
 and most critical phase. She will probably be too much absorbed in her
 internal affairs, too much concerned with her social and political refor-
 mation, to venture into any external complications. At the same time
 she will find herself in the difficult position of a country which, although
 potentially rich, is actually poor; which is hampered by long-recognized
 corruption among the ofiicial classes ; and which is nevertheless obliged
 to support a growing army, and all the expense and strain of reshaping
 her political and economic machinery.

 And so the new progress of China cannot fail to interest, and interest
 deeply, those countries which are her closest neighbours. During the next
 few years we shall watch the spread of a national spirit, springing to life
 with the extension of railways, posts, and general communications. We
 shall see, too, the far-reaching effects of this new-born experiment in
 constitutional Government, which should break down provincial prejudices
 and weld the scattered dominions of the Middle Kingdom into a homo-
 geneous whole. China is so vast, so strong in her own individuality, yet
 so inscrutable to the western mind, that one hesitates to indulge in
 generalities as to her present or her future. The more that I see of China,
 however, especially from the provinces of the interior, the stronger grows
 the conviction that her greatest strength lies in the intense vitality of her
 people. Old as they are in history, their spirit is still young and virile.
 Corrupt as is their ofiicial life, they are yet the most honest of peoples.
 Loving their homes and their families with a love that amounts to a
 religion, they have yet this genius of spreading across the world, founding
 prosperous and respected colonies wherever they go, and giving proof of
 a sterling worth and a persistency of purpose that is worthy of the youngest
 of nations.

 Our oldest frontier relations with the Chinese lie along the Burma-
 Yun-nan border, and it may help to the realization of our Chinese neigh?
 bours, of their border country and their new interest to our Indian Empire,
 if we consider for a little that wild borderland which marches with Burma

 for 800 miles, where Yun-nan forms the western boundary of China from
 the Mekong northwards to Tibet. It is difficult to imagine a country
 which is still within the boundaries of the Middle Kingdom, yet bearing
 less resemblance to the long yellow plains of the loess-covered northern
 provinces, or the densely populated rice-lands of the Pacific coast, than
 this wild mountain tract among the Central Asian plateaux.

 Starting our journey by way of Rangoon and Bhamo, it is but a three
 days' march to the frontier, and five more on to T&ig-yueh, the first of the
 Chinese cities. The road is passable only for pack-animals, and one
 settles down to long daily stages at the head of a caravan of mules, swinging
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 steadily along over the mountain roads to the rhythm of a pair of sweet-
 toned gongs, which ding-dong through the silence of the forest. They
 are pleasant marches, those first few stages through the dense green jungle,
 the road now overshadowed by great trees, now sweeping up to reveal
 broad prospects of mountain peaks that fade into the distant haze, now
 winding along the banks of rocky, orchid-bordered torrents.

 Hidden in the mountains on both sides of the frontier-road, are villages
 of Kachins, a wild and warlike race which causes much anxiety to the
 Chinese and to the peaceful Shans inhabiting the neighbouring valleys.
 The men are keen-looking fellows, who spend their days in sharpening
 their dhas, or long two-handed swords, their nights in drinking and in
 harrying the marches. The burdens of life are literally borne by their
 women folk, long trains of whom are met along the roads, carrying on
 their backs great baskets of grain depending from a strap across their
 foreheads, whilst their hands are busy spinning strands of cotton yarn, or
 weaving a straw bracelet for their sweethearts, as they toil up the mountain
 slopes. They wear a short kilt, supported by numbers of loose rattan
 girdles, the lobes of their ears are pierced and distended to carry long
 tubes of silver or rolls of red cloth, and their faces are coarsened by hard
 times. They are hospitable people, these Kachins, ofiering a welcome to
 any passing traveller without question or hope of reward. This spirit of
 hospitality, indeed, is carried to a point which might almost be considered
 extravagant. I remember a case at a recent frontier meeting in which
 a trans-frontier Kachin appeared as the complainant. He had accepted
 an invitation to dinner, dined not wisely, but too well, and fallen down a
 precipice on his way home. The result was a broken leg, and, in con?
 sequence, he now appeared in Court to sue his host for damages. The
 erring host paid up quite cheerfully, and the international incident was
 thus amicably settled over the body of a sacrificial pig. These Kachins
 showed a fierce resistance to the first British columns which entered the

 country, but they have not been slow to learn the pride of race, and the
 clean and prosperous administration, which follows British rule. The
 work of the handful of officers who have been entrusted with the pacification
 of these hill tracts for the past fifteen or sixteen years, has indeed borne
 abundant fruit, for the Kachin is a very human fellow, a lazy, superstitious,
 brave and devoted highlander, and he has been well won.

 There is a physical reality about the frontier, which impresses one very
 clearly as the caravan emerges from the last shady miles of the Burma
 road and looks down from a commanding peak over the two great Empires,
 stretching far away to the East and the West. On the one side lies Burma,
 green and forest-clad as far as the eye can reach, the hills raising their
 wooded summits from a sea of white and billowing mists, whilst on the
 other side China stretches away to the sunrise, with hills that are bare of
 trees, rugged and weather-worn, with every crevice standing clear in the
 still sparkling air of the winter morning.
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 And then, as the day advances, we wander down into the northernmost
 of the Shan States that form the western boundary of China along much
 of this frontier line, and take our course by the waters of the Taping, that
 " River of Peace " which is so well named in its quiet sojourn through the
 country of the Shans.

 The Chinese Shan States run in a series of well-watered valleys between

 the frontier and the great Yunnanese plateau, with roads winding along
 broad, grassy stretches, above which magnificent banyan trees spread their
 giant arms and their deep shade. In an avenue of these trees at the little
 village of Manwyne, Augustus Raymond Margary, the first Consul to
 visit Teng-yiieh, was murdered thirty-five years ago, winning by his brave
 march and his fearless death a freedom for all time to foreign travel and
 foreign commerce in the distant regions of western China. But a few
 miles farther on, and under just such another clump of trees, George
 Litton, a noble successor to Margary, was found dead in his sedan chair in
 1906. He had spent six years as our Consul in Yun-nan, and all his British
 enthusiasm and his keen, scholarly mind, had been devoted to the lifting
 of the veil which then covered so much of far western China. His journeys
 into Yunnanese Tibet and into the unknown valley of the Upper Salween,
 added a rich store to our geographical knowledge of the border provinces,
 and the name of Litton is immortalized among the tribesmen and the
 Chinese merchants of Yun-nan, who found in this British Consul an unex-
 pected tower of strength in the good cause of fair trade and political
 freedom.

 From the semi-tropical Shan valleys it is but a day's journey to an
 entirely new world, a long, steep climb through beds of lava and volcanic
 peaks to the great Yun-nan plateau, at the edge of which, at an altitude of
 5400 feet, stand the battlements and towers of Teng-yiieh, the western
 outpost of Chinese administration. Here there is a Commissioner of the
 Imperial Chinese Customs Service; for Teng-yiieh?in spite of the fact
 that it is a journey of eight days from the nearest navigable water?is an
 " Open Port" under Treaty, and all merchandise on the trans-frontier
 road is free of likin and local tolls, and subject only to a regular Customs
 due. There is also a member of the China Inland Mission, that wonderful

 organization which has penetrated into every corner of the Chinese Empire,
 and which finds a never-failing supply of enthusiastic men and women to
 lay aside the calls of their native land and devote themselves whole-
 heartedly to the work in the interior of China. They are to be found in
 the most miserable cities and in the most obscure corners of the country,
 working quietly and unostentatiously always, but with unflagging courage.
 There seems to me little doubt that the cheery homes and self-sacrificing
 lives of our missionaries have been a very real object-lesson to the people
 among whom their lot is east, and they have renderedvery solid service to
 China by their efforts to direct her new educational adventures into clean
 and honest lines.
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 Teng-yiieh is the headquarters of a Taotai, who is responsible for peace
 and good order over the broad regions of the Western Marches, and his
 position is strengthened by a garrison both of the old Green Banner troops
 of China, and also bf those new troops who have been drilled and armed
 in accordance with the most modern ideas of Europe or Japan. The
 Chinese officials live in Yamens within the city walls, and their lives are
 vastly dull?a veritable banishment from the lines of ordinary official
 life, with none of the music and theatricals, or the dainty and extraordinary
 dishes which are the heart's delight of Chinese epicures. For the white
 man, however, the Yun-nan country is full of attraction. The highland air
 is crisp and cold throughout the year, even during the rainy days of summer.
 One can gallop over the downs, shoot pheasants, partridges and quail qn
 the bracken-covered hills, bringing down an occasional Lady Amherst or
 a silver pheasant to crown the bag. Woodcock, snipe, and wild-fowl lure
 one through the woods and marshes in the evening light, and the clear
 mountain torrents yield up the Barbus tor.

 In spite of its far-away position, Teng-yiieh is the great market of
 Western Yun-nan, the distributing centre for foreign goods, the collecting
 centre for all the native produce coming down from Ta-li Fu. It is busy
 with Burma Caravans, its market thronged with tribesmen, and its streets
 gay with passing officials and their picturesque retinues,for it is in Teng-yiieh
 that the political and commercial life of the Yun-nan frontier finds its
 focus and its centre.

 Frontier Tribes.?Let us consider for a little while the Chinese marches,
 the physical characteristics of the country around our north-east frontier;
 and the strange and little-known tribes which have been driven to the
 refuge of these border mountains, or have chosen the intervening valleys
 in the southerly march of humanity, since the Tibetan highlands and the
 Central Asian plains have grown less hospitable to man. Taking Sadiya
 as our first centre, we find to the north-west the Brahmaputra basin of
 Assam, with its line of tribes shut in among the rugged mountain country
 which is watered by the Bohroli, the Dihang, the Zayul, and the Lohit,
 and cut ofi from the probable line of Chinese progress from Rima towards
 Lhasa by the easterly arms of the Himalayan system. Of these tribes the
 Abors, the most northerly of all, have forced themselves most recently
 upon our attention by the murder of Noel Williamson and Dr. Gregorson,
 officers who had travelled widely in the tribal country and had met with
 a friendly reception on all sides. The Abors and Akas have long been
 known as warlike and independent peoples, with their own tribal organiza?
 tion and a plentiful supply of dhas and bows and arrows, but they have
 admitted our claims of suzerainty for many years, and their homes lie on the
 Indian side of Asia's greatest mountain boundary. The Daphlas, the Miris,
 the Mishmis, the Singphos or Kachins, and the Nagas all live within this
 Brahmaputra basin of Assam, and, though little touched by the direct
 administrative agencies of the Indian Government, they have been visited
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 from time to time by British officers and have acknowledged their Indian
 allegiance, whilst the difficult nature of their country and the lack of natural

 communications cut them off from the Chinese sphere in Tibet.
 Leaving the Assam basin and moving further east, we find a difierent

 belt of country, where the easterly trend of the Himalayan system gives
 way to a series of parallel ranges cutting across it at right angles, and
 running in a regular grid-iron formation directly north and south. In
 the angle formed by these two mountain systems we find the actual geo?
 graphical limits of India's north-east frontier.

 High in the uplands of Central Asia rise three great rivers, the Salween,
 the Mekong, and the Yangtse, and, near the south-east corner of Tibet
 they run side by side within a belt of 50 miles, fed by few tributaries and
 divided by the great mountain masses which here and for many miles to
 the south have made the geography and history of the little-known and
 deeply interesting region marked out by nature as the Burma-China
 frontier.

 In about lat. 28?, where the most easterly branch of the Himalayan
 system sweeps down towards the basins of the three rivers, we find that
 mysterious corner of the world where Tibet, India, and China meet. The
 line of snow-capped Himalayan peaks runs from the west towards the
 Salween, leaving Assam and Upper Burma to the south and Tibet to the
 north of the range. Then comes the right angle, while the unbroken
 limestone ridges of the Irrawady-Salween watershed divide the Chinese
 province of Yun-nan from the British outposts of Upper Burma. It is at
 this point, too, that China merges into Tibet, a line of semi-independent
 States with their hereditary princes and kings holding the balance between
 the rival powers of Lhasa and Peking, but gradually inclining to the
 Chinese dominion as the military and administrative forces of the Empire
 are pressed steadily westward.

 The most northerly corner of Yun-nan, generally known as Yunnanese -
 Tibet, is actually a portion of the Tibetan province of Kham, long famous
 for its fighting men, and the race which inhabits the country is called
 Ku-tsung?men of Tibetan type and language, who have nevertheless
 abandoned to some extent their nomadic lives and now occupy themselves
 mainly with agriculture and cattle rearing. In the high plateaux of this
 district, lying at an altitude of some 11,000 feet, the Ku-tsung pass their
 lives in some prosperity, raising good crops and sturdy ponies and cattle
 that command a ready market both in Burma and Yun-nan. They are
 frank, cheery people, keen sportsmen and hunters, and they own a devout
 allegiance to those great Lamaseries, which, until the recent Chinese
 advance, have held the whole spiritual and most of the temporal power in
 the Tibetan borderlands.

 For the moment that power is broken, and China has stepped in with
 beautifully worded edicts declaring the fostering love of the Emperor for
 his border peoples, whilst the presence of the Imperial forces gives a very
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 solid backing to these expressions of benevolent intent. Many of the
 lamaseries now lie in ruins, their monks fled, their treasures scattered, and
 the tribesmen are exhorted to a new way of life, admonitions being even
 devoted to the advantages of wearing breeches by those who have omitted
 that simple expedient in the past. In the meanwhile Chinese settlers
 are being lured into the broad plateaux with promises of strong and hand-
 some wives, of broad acres and countless yaks, thus repeating once more
 the process which has constantly carried the customs, the language, and
 the blood of the Chinese a little deeper into the country of the frontier
 tribes.

 Whilst the purely Tibetan peoples still make their home in the most
 fertile and prosperous corner of the country, the basins of the three great
 rivers have each sheltered kindred though widely divergent tribes, and their
 inhospitable country and mountain fastnesses have enabled them to with-
 stand the westerly progress of Chinese administration. Among these tribes
 the Lolos probably hold the strongest place, and though their scattered
 communities which have wandered south into Yun-nan tend to become

 absorbed in the Chinese cosmos, they still retain an unquestioned inde-
 pendence in the country of the upper Yangtse. Little is known of their
 history, and their own traditions speak of an ancestral nidus in the south-
 east corner of Tibet, where Burma and China meet. They are unusually
 tall and handsome, with well-marked noses and pointed chins, a higher
 type than is usual among the frontier tribes. It has been suggested to me
 by one who is an authority that they bear marked resemblances to the
 North American Indian, but though I can bear testimony to a striking
 physical likeness between the two types, I have had no opportunity of
 taking anthropometric measurements in Lolo-land, and can throw no
 light upon a question which might serve to link the plateaux of Central
 Asia with the plains of North America in the great book of the world's
 history.

 The Lolos shave their heads, leaving one lock, which is bound into a
 turban and then twisted into a long horn projecting over their forehead,
 a very striking head-gear. The women are graceful in their carriage,
 independent and shy, but not unfriendly to foreigners ; and I have travelled

 with a Lolo girl for guide, an experience which seemed strange after living
 among the pent-up women of China. Both men and women are often seen
 with a rough coat of untanned skins thrown over their shoulders, but the
 national dress is a long felt cloak, the women wearing a skirt beneath it,
 and ornaments of silver and shells. I remember once seeing an old chief
 in a long shapeless garment which was woven from asbestos strands. He
 was evidently pleased that his costume should meet with envious admira-
 tion, but he stoutly resisted all allurements of exchange, even though a
 much-coveted pair of corduroy breeches were thrown into the balance
 for him. I am inclined to think that the advantages of asbestos suitings
 have been somewhat overlooked in these days of expensive laundries.
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 It requires no washing, and is thoroughly cleaned by the simple process
 of throwing it into the fire.

 Unlike the Kachins and Lisus, the Lolos have a written language.
 They have also a more definite idea in their religious aspirations, and have
 risen a step beyond the simple animism or nat-worship of the surrounding
 tribes in their conceptions of immortality and the life beyond the grave.
 They look to the starry heavens as the shadow of the life to come, and see
 in its shining constellations the souls of those happy comrades who have
 already passed beyond the veil.

 Whilst thinking of the legends in which these young and half savage
 frontier tribes seek to explain the mysteries of nature and the secrets of
 the supernatural world, one is reminded of the old flood story, which, with
 little variation, finds a place in the folklore of them all. It is based always
 on the escape from the waters of a brother and a sister, who became the
 father and mother of the world, and recalls to us Ovid's " 0 soror, o con-
 junx, o femina sola superstes" though the Deucalion and Pyrrha of the
 frontier lands were not wedded until after the flood days were past. In
 the Lolo story the brother and sister were carried over the face of the waters

 in a wooden casket, and the first sign of the receding flood was a spray of
 bamboo, which sprang from a rocky crevice as the first sign of hope, and
 became for them the emblem of regeneration for all time. The Kachin
 couple were saved in a drum, the Lisus in a gourd, whilst in each case they
 bore sons, to whom are traced the families and tribes and nations which
 people the earth to-day.

 Of all the tribes the Lolos have given the most trouble to the Chinese
 officials and people on their marches, for, not confining themselves to a
 steady opposition to administration or absorption, they make regular
 raids on their peaceful neighbours for their supplies of salt, and they seldom
 return without booty and cattle and prisoners; nor is it often that these
 men can be redeemed from slavery. A line of Chinese garrisons now en-
 circles the independent Lolo country, but they do not penetrate or inter?
 fere, and are mainly occupied with hemming in the tribesmen within
 their own borders. In one city they have arranged a system of Lolo
 hostages, who are changed year by year, but whose lives would pay the
 forfeit in the event of aggression on the part of their unruly kinsmen.

 There is another tribe, the Lisus, who are as wild and independent
 as the Lolos, but who are so shut in by their encircling mountains that
 the Chinese have made little effort to interfere in their affairs, and have
 left them unmolested in the inhospitable defiles of the upper Salween.
 Though of a lower type and lower in the scale of civilization than the Lolos,
 these Lisu peoples have a great interest for us, holding as they do an un-
 disputed sway along the stretch of our north-eastern frontier between
 lats. 26? 30', and 27? 30', with the mountains of the Salween-Mekong
 divide shutting them off from Chinese power, and the ridges of the Salween-
 Irrawady watershed making a formidable barrier between them and the
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 Maru and Kachin tribes, who inhabit the Nmai Kha and Mali Hka valleys

 of Upper Burma among the upper waters of the Irrawady basin.*
 To the south of the Tibetans, the Lolos, and the Lisus a chain of rice-

 growing valleys stretches down as far as the Mekong and the French
 frontiers of Tonking. The wild Was, the Lahu or Lohei, the Palaungs,
 and the Akkas are all found in the mountains which fringe them, but the
 valley population is almost entirely Shan. They are to be found in every
 stage of political evolution, from those of Chen-kang near the Kunlong
 Ferry, which has been entirely absorbed by the Chinese, to the Sip Song
 Panna or Twelve Shan States in the extreme south of the province. Until
 about a year ago these little states enjoyed an absolute and very riotous
 independence, but they have suddenly been occupied by Chinese troops,
 and taught a severe lesson. In spite of the tropical heat and the fever-
 stricken valleys, the Chinese troops have remained throughout the summer,
 and there seems little doubt that the Yun-nan authorities are earnest in

 their resolve to carry their administration up to the very border-line
 where they are bounded by foreign frontiers.

 It will be realized, then, that along the whole of our North-East Frontier
 we march with country over which a suzerainty is claimed by China. The
 Chinese are separated from us only by a fringe of aboriginal races, some?
 times with a history of actual independence as in the case of Tibet, some?
 times with little more than the tradition of it as amongst the Shans, or
 again with the independence only of inhospitable mountain homes such as
 those of the Kachins, the Lolos, the Was, and the Lisu. The Chinese
 policy in dealing with these tribesmen is one of peaceful absorption, and
 they spread their influence a little year by year, first robing the chiefs in
 Chinese official dress with its accompanying hat and peacock feather,
 bestowing on them an hereditary title and a Chinese seal, then insisting
 on a slight knowledge of the Chinese tongue. Their influence is light,
 intangible, and unostentatious, but none the less real, and an erring Sawbwa
 or chief soon realizes the weight of displeasure which his superintending
 officer can wield. When disorders or disobedience go beyond the recog?
 nized limit soldiers appear and annexation takes place, a fate which has
 already befallen two of the Shan States, and which may be anticipated
 for others in the near future. From the north to the south of Yunnan

 the Chinese have shown a definite progress during the past two years,
 both in the Shan States and in the tribal country. An Imperial Commis-
 sioner of viceregal rank has been appointed " Warden of the Marches "
 for Yun-nan and Se-chuan; civil and military officers are being posted
 throughout the States, a census is being taken, a basis of taxation laid down,
 schools are being established, and the Chinese language enforced. They

 * "The Reaches of the Upper Salween," by Archibald Rose, f.e.g.s., Geo?
 graphical Journal, 1909, vol. 34, p. 608. " Lisu (Yawyin) Tribes of the Burma-China
 Frontier," by Archibald Rose, f.b.g.s., and J. Coggin-Brown, in tbe Memoirs of the
 Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. 3, No. 4, 1910.
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 have tried, too, the difficult experiment of introducing the cold-blooded
 and stereotyped marriage customs of China amongst these highland peoples,
 who, though far from immodest, are attracted by hot-blooded adventure
 as much in their loves as in their wars. It is clear indeed that the Chinese

 are determined to extend their administrative area, until they are met
 by the outposts of their neighbours along the whole of their Central Asian
 border-line.

 Frontier Camps and Frontier Journeys.

 For those who are able to follow the main trade routes of the empire
 it is possible to travel throughout the length and breadth of China without
 even carrying a tent, and needing but little baggage save a camp bed and
 such stores as may be necessary to relieve the monotony of local chickens
 and rice. Every stage has an inn, a dirty, fly-infested place, with a table
 and two chairs, bitterly cold in the winter, and as unbearably hot in the
 summer months. In the thinly populated lands of Yun-nan, however,
 there are few inns and few supplies, and it is only during the last year
 that rest-houses have been erected even on the main highway from Bhamo
 up to Teng-yiieh. Frontier journeys are therefore a slow progress, with
 a long caravan of mules and a camp at night by the waters of some clear
 mountain stream.

 We have followed the tribes and the line of country from north to south
 on the Chinese side of the Burma-China frontier, and I would ask you to
 come with me now across to the British side. Within that mountain angle
 at the extreme north-east corner of our Indian Empire lies a tract of country
 which both Great Britain and China have been content to leave almost

 unknown in the past, but to which attention has recently been attracted
 in consequence of the steady advance of Chinese colonists into the basin
 of the Irrawady. The Hpimaw expedition, a small column from the Burma
 post at Myitkyina, has visited the territory during the past few months
 for purposes of exploration and administration, and they found themselves
 in extraordinarily difficult country. They tell of marches from dawn till
 dark when only 2 to 3 miles were covered, and on one occasion it took eleven
 days to cover 23 miles. In spite of the natural difficulties, however, the
 expedition did some excellent work, and a road has been pushed northward
 for 140 miles from Myitkyina, thus carrying our administrative belt right
 up to the Chinese frontier.

 About a year ago I made a hurried march into this country as far as
 Hpimaw, or Pien-ma as the Chinese call it, and it may interest you to trace
 for a few minutes the course of my journey in the border country.

 From T^ng-yiieh the road runs north along one of the little parallel
 valleys that lead to the dividing range between the river systems of the
 Chinese Salween and the Burma Irrawady. We are soon beyond the belt
 of cultivation and bare, treeless hills into the land of the Lisu cross-bow-
 men, where the masses of limestone clifl rise from the pines and evergreens
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 of forest-clad slopes, the foaming torrent of the Mingkuang stream winds
 a white course through the bracken, the calls of pheasant, sambur, and
 barking deer break the silence of the morning, and rhododendrons, briar
 roses, and pyrus japonica gleam out with a wonderful brilliancy of colour
 from the grey mists that herald the coming rains. Even the Chinese
 escort, and the phlegmatic muleteers are moved to wonder at the beauty
 of the land. They are good fellows, these Chinese soldiers of the Green
 Banner troops or old army, always cheery and uncomplaining even on the
 hardest days, dressed in serviceable blue nankeen with turbans and straw
 sandals, and able to do long and continuous marches of from 25 to 30 miles
 a day over those rough mountain tracks. They manage to live, too, on the
 resources of the country, and scarcely ever need any transport or commis-
 sariat beyond the one blanket which a generous Government provides. The
 Chinese have borrowed from us the fashion of recruiting a percentage of
 tribesmen for the regiments stationed on the border, and on this journey
 I had one Kachin lad, on whom descended the dignity of carrying my
 gun in addition to his dha and his embroidered bag, with its bamboo tube
 of liquor.

 I asked him one day how much spirit was considered a proper daily
 allowance among the Lashi tribe, to which he had the honour to belong.
 " That," he replied, " is regulated entirely by the amount which we are
 able to obtain." " Tell me," I said, " what is the song you sing % "
 " That," he answered, " varies with the occasion. I sing now that the
 dawn is greying in the sky, and we must take the road ; from the mountains
 comes the cry of the deer, seeking their mates in the spring ; the flowers
 are beckoning to the bees, all the world is glad, and only I lament, for in
 my tube there is no wine to cheer my heart."

 The fifth day's march brought us to the end of the valley at Ta-chu-pa,
 where a scattered population of eighty Lisu families eke out a scanty
 subsistence, and five strongly stockaded Chinese houses form the head-
 quarters of a thriving trade in coffin planks that come from the forests
 beyond the range. Here we were at the foot of one of those wild passes
 that would lead us from Yun-nan into the unadministered territory of
 Burma, and we halted for a day to make some preparation for the crossing
 of the range. The account of the road given by the tribesmen was not
 very encouraging, and there was no alternative but to jettison the escort
 and the mule-caravan, and to send them round to meet us when we emerged
 again into open country. I managed, however, to enlist a few young
 Lisus as porters, and they undertook to carry enough kit for ten days for
 myself and my personal servants. There was little enthusiasm for the
 journey, and it was difficult to decide who felt the more aggrieved, the
 escort, who were " being deserted " and left to face the terrors of the road
 alone, or the men who were .to accompany me into the " inner land,"
 relying on the protection of a shot-gun and varied samples of the British
 and foreign pharmacopoeia. For future travellers on the North-East
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 Frontier, I can recommend a medicine chest as an unfailing passport to
 the affections of the tribesmen. There is a steady demand for remedies,
 and, even if physical relief does not always follow the direct line indicated
 in the book of the words, the application of draughts and pills and lotions
 ensures a mental gratification which is nobly independent of results. I
 remember one old chieftainess who was totally blind, but who felt that she
 ought to be cured. Needless to say, my efforts were all in vain, but her
 heart was completely captured by a liberal application of scented hazeline
 to her eyes and nose and face ! The cotton-wool with which the applica-
 tions were made grew noticeably blacker, and at the end of the treatment
 her complexion and general appearance presented such a marked improve-
 ment that every feminine member of the encampment developed an
 affection of the eyes; nor was there any rest until my stock of hazeline
 had been exhausted,

 And so we commenced the ascent of the watershed range, the track
 lying through miles of tangled bamboo brake and dense forest jungle,
 through which an advance-guard of Lisus and Lashis hewed a way with
 their dhas, whilst the ponies struggled and slipped on the steep mountain
 paths, scrambling over the trunks of great fallen trees, and wading through
 the rocky torrents. This track is regularly used for a few months of the
 year by the tribesmen who come carrying coffin planks down to Mingkuang
 and the Chinese markets; but their path was scarcely discernible in the
 jungle, and the heavy rains which had fallen for several weeks had made
 of the low-lying portions a hopeless morass. After a long climb we reached
 the pass of Fen-shui Ling, the " Dividing of the Waters," and it was very
 reassuring to learn how thoroughly the tribesmen had mastered the
 principles of physical geography. Pointing to two little streams which
 trickled in opposite directions down the mountain-sides, they explained
 that the water-parting formed the border-line between Great Britain and
 China. They gave me, indeed, such an insight into the practical meaning
 of a " divide " as might have proved a liberal education to those dis?
 tinguished officers of a friendly Government, who once gravely stated that
 a disputed frontier watershed would be found upon investigation to lie at
 the foot, and not along the top of the neighbouring mountain range. And
 then, with a courtesy that went to the heart of the situation, the Lisus
 from the Chinese side handed me over to the Lashis as their guest, and we
 continued our journey down into the valley of the Ngawchang Kha. On
 arrival at the next camp the weather broke, and for five days and nights
 the rain poured down in ceaseless torrents. The little single-fly tents could
 not resist the storm, clothes and bedding were sodden, the weight of the
 porters' loads was terribly increased, and the poor fellows spent the night
 squeezed within the narrow limits of the tents as far as was physically
 possible, or out in the open with no protection from the wet ground or the
 beating rain and snow save a layer of palm fibre. After seeing the hard
 lives that these tribesmen lead, and the triumph of the elements in their
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 mountain homes, one wonders little at the animism forming the basis of all
 their faith, or at the fact that the rain and thunder, the lightning, the
 wind, the forest, and the mountains are all held by demons of malice,
 whose wrath can only be appeased by offerings and sacrifice. On one day
 we were obliged to march from dawn to dark without a halt for rest or
 food, as we found no clearing in the jungle, and the country was reported
 by the natives to be full of poisonous herbs, which the ponies would eat
 if we halted, with fatal results. It was with some relief, then, that we at
 last saw a cluster of homesteads on a distant hillside, and knew that
 Pien-ma was near, and the worst of the journey past.

 We were now in that broad stretch of territory to the extreme north
 of Burma and beyond the Myitkyina outposts, which until the last year
 has been practically unadministered by Great Britain, as large neighbouring
 tracts on the other side of the range, including the whole of the Black
 Lisu country in the valley of the Salween, remain unadministered by
 China. It is the old story, however, of the white man's burden, and these
 outlying peoples are gradually being brought under control by the extension
 of that orderly government and honest administration which has already
 found a practical justification in the health and prosperity and general
 well-being which it has brought to the tribes farther south.

 Before leaving this country, it may be interesting to seek for some
 general idea of this extreme north-east corner of our Indian frontier, as
 it has been revealed by those few travellers who have penetrated into the
 unadministered territory. They include Errol Gray, in 1892, Woodthorpe
 and Macgregor, in 1895, Pottinger in 1897, and Noel Williamson in 1907,
 all of whom entered the country from the Indian side. Prince Henry of
 Orleans in 1895, and Young in 1905, made remarkable journeys in the
 opposite direction through from China into Assam. Mr. H. F. Hertz, C.I.E.,
 and Mr. W. A. Hertz, C.S.I., now Deputy Commissioner at Myitkyina, have
 also penetrated far into the territory ; but their attention has been devoted
 to the administrative problems and the future of the people, and their work
 is too broad to be touched upon in this light geographical summary.

 The country is drained in its eastern corner by the headwaters of the
 Irrawady, which, at the confluence above Myitkyina, splits into two
 streams, the Nmai Hka and the Mali Hka. On the west the Chindwin?
 another tributary of the Irrawady?flows down from the Naga hills of
 Assam and through the Hukong valley, eventually joining the parent
 stream not far from Mandalay. Then on the north, the Lohit and Dihing
 branches of the Brahmaputra run from the isolated Shan State of Hkamti
 Long westward to Assam and Sadiya. On the eastern boundary of this
 country lies one of the world's great ranges, the Irrawady-Salween water-
 shed, which divides the territory from the Chinese province of Yun-nan.
 On the north rises a range which shuts it off from Tibet, and which appears
 to be one of the most easterly arms of the Himalayan system.

 The fact remains that this distant and partially administered corner
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 of the old Buxmese kingdom is closed from China to the north and east by

 a great mountain wall, which compares not unfavourably with the barriers
 of India's North-West Frontier. Its rivers are a part of the Indian system.
 Its people belong to the tribes of Assam and Burma already under direct
 British administration, and ethnologically distinct from the Tibetan and
 Lisu tribes who inhabit the Chinese slopes of the surrounding mountain
 systems.

 The northern belt of the territory, stretching away from the Mishmi or
 Taroan country of Assam, is a huge stretch of uninhabited jungle, subject
 to a heavy rainfall, and marked only by the ruins of ancient villages,
 showing the existence of some old-time trade-route between Assam and
 the Shan State of Hkamti Long, which still flourishes around the sources
 of the Mali Hka river under a number of princes or chiefs, who hold the
 title of Sawbwa common to all the Shan States.

 For centuries past the Sawbwas have been subject to Burma, holding
 their rank and titles from the Court at Mandalay and retaining to this day
 their ancient insignia of office. Some twenty years ago, when Upper Burma
 was definitely enrolled as part of the British Empire, they applied for, and
 received, a renewal of their appointments from the nearest centre of British
 administration, and communications have constantly been maintained
 between Hkamti and the district headquarters at Myitkyina. Forming
 as it does a political, historical, and commercial link between the adminis?
 trative areas of Upper Burma and Assam, and guarding as it does the
 sources of the Irrawady, it would be impossible to allow any interference
 with the Burma traditions of this Hkamti State, or to permit any Chinese
 aggression from the side of Yunnan or Tibet. The gradual improvement
 of the roads and communications in the country north of Myitkyina will
 now give opportunities for a fuller development of the fertile Hkamti
 valleys. There can be little doubt indeed that the inclusion within the
 administrative area of these temperate highlands, their tea hills, and their
 open grazing country will prove of very material value as a hinterland to
 the tropical river valleys of lower Burma.

 Away east of Hkamti and between it and China is the rugged country
 known as the Kiu valley, which was traversed by Prince Henry of Orleans
 in 1895. It is inhabited by Kiu-Tzu or Khunnongs, who are in a low state
 of civilization and who add to their scanty resources by acting as labourers
 and porters for their wealthier neighbours of Hkamti. There seems to
 be evidence, too, of a wilder, fiercer race known as Chenungs, with homes
 in the corner between the upper Nmai Hka and the Salween.

 Descending the Mali Hka river we find the early home of the Kachins
 and the path by which they found their way south. A number of them,
 known as Khakus, still dwell on the river banks and pass their lives in
 considerable comfort and prosperity. Unlike the turbulent streams to
 the east, the Mali Hka runs placidly over its sandy bed, bordered by a rich
 tropical vegetation similar to that of Assam, out of which rise numerous
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 villages with a flourishing agriculture and united by good roads. The
 Kachins inhabiting the Hukong valley to the west of the Mali Hka are
 also wealthier and more prosperous than their highland cousins in the
 south. They have driven out the early Shan inhabitants, as their kinsmen
 now threaten to do in their more southerly settlements, and they have
 settled here to a regular lowland life, producing quantities of rubber and
 amber, which find an exit through the markets of Myitkyina.

 The Nmai Hka valley to the east belongs to the wilder section of the
 frontier lands, and formed the route by which the Marus descended in
 their march towards a land of promise, when emigrating from their northern
 homes. In the upper reaches of the river they still remain the dominant
 race, and Pottinger has described them as the " Black Marus " on account
 of their dark complexions, an attribute which may be traced in all pro-
 bability to their disregard of personal cleanliness. The independent Lisus
 are also classed as " Black " by their neighbours, and they probably deserve
 the name both by virtue of their appearance and their deeds. A lad who
 had been in captivity among them for some months told me after his
 escape that " they have no lamps or candles, and at night the men sit
 round the fires, smearing their faces with lard and ashes, drinking deeply
 of their rice spirit, and for ever plotting robbery and murder." In the
 lower reaches of the Nmai Hka and in the valleys of its affiuent the Ngaw-
 chang Hka, the inhabitants call themselves Lashis, though they are un-
 doubtedly related not only to the Marus of the upper river, but also to the
 Szi tribes, who are found farther south along the Burma-China border.
 They are wild-looking fellows in their long, unbleached hempen robes
 and gaiters, and they are never seen without their dhas and spears. The
 women have generally adopted blue Chinese cloth for their clothes, with
 short skirts and turbans, and coils of cowries and beads round their waists

 and necks, their ears being pierced in three places for large brass or silver
 hoops. The Lashis attend no market, and depend on Chinese pedlars
 for their clothes. They are indomitable traders, these Chinese, reaching
 into the farthest corners of all that tract of country, bringing in their
 cotton stuffs and their ornaments, opium, beads, buttons, needles, and
 oxen, and carrying out in exchange gold, musk, bears' galls, a drug called
 huang-lien, bees'-wax and eoffin planks. The imports nowadays are en?
 tirely of Chinese origin, but the roads now being pushed out into the country
 should succeed in carrying British cotton goods all through this district.
 It is sufficiently populous and prosperous to absorb a considerable quantity
 of such goods, for the natives can produce no local garments beyond the
 rough hemp of their village looms.

 For some days I was hemmed into this remote corner of Upper Burma
 by violent storms. The wind howled over the bare hills, the ground became
 a regular quagmire, and the passes were all blocked by snow. Towards
 the end of April, however, I managed to get away, and struck eastwards
 over a pass, which crosses the Salween-Irrawady divide and enters China
 No. III.?March, 1912.] q
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 near the little hamlet of Teng-keng on the Salween, the capital of one of
 those hereditary Tussu or chiefs, who are charged by the Chinese with the
 care of the Lisu country, but who dare not show their face anywhere near
 the villages of the independent tribesmen. The top of the pass (10,500
 feet) was covered in whirling mist-wreaths, and at intervals could be seen
 miles of snow-clad peaks stretching far away in a long unbroken line, as
 the great mass of the Irrawady-Salween watershed vanished into the white
 clouds towards the north. All round the pass were masses of primulas,
 great blooms of a brilliant azure blue, and to the east the valley of the
 Kutan Ho ran steeply down in sunshine to Teng-keng and the Salween
 river, backed by the great mountain range dividing it from the Mekong,
 which is almost as perfect and symmetrical as are the peaks on its western
 bank.

 The weather fortunately cleared for my march back to Teng-yiieh
 along the Salween. The river valley was in its full glory of early summer,
 and, although intensely hot, was a pleasant change after the hard journey
 in the mountains. These upper reaches of the Salween are the home of
 the Lisu tribesmen, who have up to the present successfully resisted every
 attempt at administrative advances on the part of the Chinese. As far
 as lat. 26? 15' they are comparatively quiet, passing leanand hungry lives
 in their mountain villages and attracting little attention. Beyond that
 point, however, and as far north as about lat. 27? 40', where the river opens
 out and the Lisus are replaced by the milder Lutzu tribe, they hold un-
 disputed possession of jungle-covered gorges, recognizing no form of law
 or government, and maintaining a seclusion which has only been broken
 by the late Mr. Litton and his companion, Mr. Forrest, in 1905. Further
 explorations of the Salween have been discouraged by the murder of Dr.
 Brunhuber and Mr. Schmitz in 1909. Looking up that rocky gorge, one
 could well imagine the scenes so vividly described by Litton, the filthy
 villages where every man's hand is against his neighbour; the poverty,
 the hunger, the cross-bows, and the poisoned arrows, the single-rope
 bridges across the torrent, and the diet of wild honey that proved at last
 so nauseating to the weary travellers.

 The Kashmir-Kashgar Frontier.

 In the extreme North of India and far removed from the jungles of
 Burma and Assam there stretches another section of our Chinese frontier,
 where Kashmir marches with Turkestan, or the New Dominion, and the
 district generally known as Kashgaria. Here, among the untrodden
 snows of the Himalayas and the Hindu Kush, runs the boundary line
 which divides India from the Pamirs and the Central Asian deserts, and
 here lies the point where Great Britain and Russia and China, the three
 forces of the Asiatic continent, find their common meeting-place.

 The military road which runs from the Wular lake in Kashmir to
 Gilgit, through thirteen stages of wild and beautiful scenery, is well
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 known and has been frequently traversed and described. It is continued
 for four marches beyond Gilgit, and leads as far as the little states of
 Hunza and Nagar, the centre of a tribal organization no less interesting
 than that of the north-east frontier, though entirely different in character.
 The Kanjutis of Hunza and Nagar made a desperate struggle for in?
 dependence when we advanced into their country twenty years ago, but
 their career of lawlessness and bloodshed became at last unbearable.

 It became evident that there would be no peace in northern Kashmir
 till we had dominated the whole country as far as the Hindu Kush, and
 carried the Pax Britannica right up to Nature's frontier. The whole
 history of Central Asia indeed is an object-lesson in that strange fate
 which presses nations forward, often against their will, and imposes upon
 them ever-increasing burdens. Civilization has no place for the lawless
 tribal fringe, and it must sooner or later be broken or dominated, a task
 which has occupied the energies and moulded the policies not only of
 England, but of Russia also and China. They have met now in a common
 goal with the best and surest of frontiers, the watershed that sweeps across
 a continent and has bounded the ambitions of man from the beginnings of
 time. It is difficult to realize what it all means until one wanders through
 Central Asia, alone and unarmed, in places where within the memory of
 living men, defenceless travellers had learned to expect a cruel and certain
 death. One realizes then that though old conditions may have fostered
 a bolder spirit in many a gallant tribesman, yet for the world at large the
 change has been all gain. England and Russia and China have worked
 hand in hand in this towards the greatest good of all, and now at last that
 old trade route which led from Rome across to China is once more open
 to peaceful caravans, once more protected by great imperial powers, and
 free at last from its long eclipse under the hands of nomad hordes and
 lawless mountain princes.

 But even when we have reached the fastnesses of Hunza and Nagar,
 we are still seven days from the actual frontier, and the most difficult and
 dangerous marches of all this journey lie ahead. During these last
 marches to the frontier ridge all but the slightest kit must be abandoned.
 It is a slow and anxious progress along the cliffside, scaling precipitous
 rock-faces with but a few inches of foothold, crossing logs which are
 balanced in the crevices, so frail and so inconsequent that an unsteady
 stone, a slipping plank, or a false step would throw one hundreds of feet
 to the rocks of the river-bed below. The way lies, too, across a glacier,
 which, with its ice-peaks separated by deep cracks and chasms, made
 the most formidable obstacle of all under the heat of the August sun.
 Such is the road which leads from India to Chinese Turkestan and the

 Russian outposts in Central Asia, a road which divides our Indian Empire
 from its northern neighbours rather than links it with them. And so one
 comes to the great watershed, the meeting of the Himalayas and the Hindu
 Kush, and the Kilik and Mintaka passes lead across to Chinese Turkestan.

 Q 2
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 There is another road from Kashmir into Chinese territory?a longer
 but less difficult one?from Leh north ward across the Karakorum. It

 is the loftiest trade-route in the world, the pass itself being over 18,000 feet;
 but caravans labour across it year by year, sacrificing vast numbers of
 transport animals to the strain of the high altitude, the storms, the cold,
 and those 200 miles of desolation that mark the Karakorum plateau,
 " The Desert of Black Gravel."

 But to return to the Kilik pass, the climb leading up to the roof of the
 world at a point where, in the words of Sir Thomas Holdich, " a rugged
 and inaccessible spur of the Sarikol range carries the boundary into regions
 of perpetual ice and snow to its junction with the main range. Here,
 amidst a solitary wilderness, 20,000 feet above sea-level, absolutely in?
 accessible to man, and within the ken of no living creature except the
 Pamir eagles, the three empires actually meet." From the frontier as
 far as Tashkurgan, stretches the Tagdumbash Pamir, a part of Sarikol,
 and its people are believed to be of Aryan origin. In the broken moun?
 tain country north of Tashkurgan one finds the Kirghiz, nomads too,
 but of a more Mongolian type, with little hair upon their faces and long
 narrow eyes. These races of Central Asia, however, are greatly mixed
 in blood, and one may find in the same tent a black bushy beard
 alongside a smooth-faced lad with flaxen hair and well-opened grey eyes.
 Kirghiz, or Sarikoli, or Turkoman, however, all bear the distinctive
 marks of the nomad above all difference of locality or race or creed.
 The guest is received into the tents of the Kirghiz Mohammedans,
 welcomed as warmly at their fireside, and waited on as freely by their
 unveiled women as among the Buddhist Mongols of Northern Asia. They
 are a picturesque crowd as they sit round the argol fire waiting for their
 evening meal; the nomads in robes of every brilliant hue, orange, and
 purple, and crimson, and green; my Kanjutis from over the border in
 their white cloaks and caps, with bunches of yellow poppies or mauve
 primulas above their curls. All round us are the flocks and herds, shaggy
 black yaks and two-humped camels, the men and children rounding up
 the cattle, the women milking or cooking or weaving, and the sun throwing
 its last gleams over the brown tents and the broad russet pastures in their
 setting of eternal snows. One is carried back to the days of Father
 Abraham and Father Isaac, to those far-off centuries when these central
 Asian plateaux swarmed with countless wanderers, who were driven out
 at last by the resistless forces of drought and famine, and went forth to
 conquer the known world, to overwhelm the nations with the Tartar wave
 of the Dark Ages, and to leave their mark upon their peoples from Russia
 to Japan.

 China's hold upon her nomad population is of the lightest and, although
 a handful of men is maintained on the Pamirs at Tashkurgan, there is
 little sign of Chinese authority until one drops into the great plain of Central
 Asia, and finds at Kashgar a Chinese Taotai, a garrison, and a walled city
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 on the regular Chinese model, set in that green ribbon where the line of
 irrigation brings wealth and prosperity and the most luscious of fruits
 to a dense Mohammedan population, on the very borders of the deserts
 of Takla Makan. Here we find the Chinese in their furthest outpost, their
 westernmost extremity, a position which they have lost and won time after
 time throughout the ages. Here they are installed as rulers of an alien
 race, surrounded by Mohammedans, a five months' journey from Peking,
 yet utterly unaffected by their strange surroundings and unusual con?
 ditions. They do not even attempt to learn the language of the people,
 and remain entirely dependent upon their Turki and Persian interpreters.
 They have even a separate city for themselves, a Chinese Kashgar lying
 several miles from the Mohammedan town, both of them provided with
 fine walls and guard towers and moats.

 From Kashgar lines of cultivation and traffic stretch eastward to China
 proper on either side of the great desert, the northern ones leading past
 Urumchi into Mongolia and Kansuh, that to the south passing by the
 ancient civilizations of Kotan and the Lob basin. Changes of climate
 have deflected the line of the road since classic days, and even since the
 time of Marco Polo, but the great trade route is still open, the long lines
 of camels still swing through the dusk on their night marches through the
 desert, bearing their distant cargoes from Peking or Samarkand, from the
 oil wells of Baku and the Moscow cotton factories. Here in Kashgar one
 realizes what the central Asian markets meant to the ancient world and

 what they mean to-day. Here are still the nomads of the high plateaux,
 the thronging Turkomans of the fertile oases, the old means of transport,
 the richly laden caravans, the mud-walled caravanserais, the very heart
 of Asia. And here at last one turns one's face westward, following that
 old path of conquest and progress and commerce across the desert and over
 the Alai snows, through Samarkand and Bokhara, over the waters of the
 Oxus, through country still rich in memories of Alexander and Genghiz
 Khan and Tamerlane, and then at last to Geok Tepe marking the last
 wave of conquest, Russia's final and decisive victory, till one reaches the
 Caspian, the Caucasus and Constantinople, and the long, slow marches of
 Asia give place at last to Europe.

 The Chinese as Frontiersmen.

 Throughout all those earliest centuries of the Christian era, when China
 was struggling to consolidate an empire around the Yellow river and Yangtse
 basins, her statesmen and her soldiers never ceased to dream Imperial
 dreams and to carry the fame of the dragon throne ever further toward
 the west. So early as b.c. 110 the Han dynasty had pushed Chinese
 influence as far as Kashgar, where a flourishing market sprang up for the
 exchange of commodities between China and the Roman Empire of the
 East. They had even built the Great Wall westward from Peking, which
 protected the whole of their northern frontier and kept open that road
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 into the Tarim basin, of which we have lately heard such interesting detail
 from the researches of Dr. Aurel Stein. The two thousand years which have
 passed, and which have seen such fluctuations in the decline and fall of
 China's glofy, have left that old wall standing in the desert, its line still
 clearly marked, many of its watch-towers still standing, the manuscripts
 of the soldiers who guarded it preserved in the still dry soil, and the very
 foot-marks of its sentinels still outlined on the desert sand.

 But Chinese influence in Central Asia was destined to no uninterrupted
 or peaceful career. In the eighth century the power of Islam swept over
 the land with its fierce struggles and hot religious passions, leaving to this
 day a Mohammadan faith throughout the country as far east as the Chinese
 province of Kansuh. For some two hundred years the Tang dynasty
 (618 to 908 a.d.) again brought to China a period of life and prosperity,
 one of the best eras indeed in her whole chequered history, and the more
 noticeable from the fact that it coincided with those dreary days of the
 Middle Ages, when Europe was passing through its darkest phase. The
 Tangs spread out their influence once more over the vast stretches of Central
 Asia, carrying their arms and their policies in a temporary triumph as far
 as the city of Kashgar. From that period there was a regular swing in
 the pendulum of Asiatic power, the influence of China rising and waning
 as the power on the throne proved vigorous or feeble. In the thirteenth
 century Genghiz Khan and his son the great Kublai not only conquered
 China, but brought to the Imperial throne a Mongol dominion stretching
 westward to Bokhara and Samarcand. Tamerlane followed him in 1333

 a.d. with a series of Asiatic conquests, of which the fame rang through the
 western world, and left him with a reputation second only to that of
 Alexander the Great. With their usual foresight in such matters the
 Chinese laid claim to this young Turki conqueror and invested him with a
 fabulous Mongol descent. And so they continued the tradition of their
 Central Asian sway for many years after they had ceased to hold any power
 beyond the limits of the Middle Kingdom, at a time, indeed, when they
 were busy strengthening their barriers and shutting out the barbarian
 tribes which menaced their seclusion.

 It was left to Chien Lung, the great Emperor of the Manchu dynasty,
 to consolidate the real hold of China over her outlying western dominions.
 In 1759 he definitely annexed Turkestan; invested many of the tribal
 chiefs along the Yun-nan and Se-chuan borders with Chinese seals and
 office ; asserted a claim over Tibet, and appointed an Amban at Lhasa,
 after assisting the Tibetans against the inroads of their Gurkha neighbours.
 He even entered into relations with the neighbouring States of Bhutan
 and Nepal. His ambitions led him at last to attempt the conquest of
 Burma, but his armies were defeated, and neither he nor any other Chinese
 emperor has ever succeeded in extending their influence over that fertile
 land. Since Chien Lung's reign the power of China on these frontiers has
 been twice shattered by Mohammedan rebellions, that of Yakub Beg in
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 Turkestan lasting for fifteen years (from 1863 until 1877), whilst some forty
 years ago a similar rising generally known as the " Panthay Rebellion "
 devastated the province of Yun-nan during the eighteen years from 1855
 to 1873. The suppression of these Mohammedan movements, however,
 left China more vigorous than before, and she spared no pains to consoli-
 date her forces, and to bring her outlying dominions under direct and
 definite administration. In 1878 the whole of Turkestan was enrolled

 as a regular Chinese province, governed by Chinese officials from the
 capital of Urumtsi (Ti-Hua Fu), and her civil power is backed by a force
 of 8000 men, some of whom are drilled and armed on the lines of modern
 European armies.

 It is, then, to the days of Chien Lung that China's modern land frontier
 can generally be traced. During the hundred years which elapsed after
 the death of this emperor there was little activity in these regions. The
 energies of her Government were being devoted then to the suppression
 of internal risings, and to the new questions which were arising on her
 seaboard in consequence of the breaking down of her old seclusive barriers
 and the opening of her shores to a world-wide trade. During the last
 decade, however, those landward frontier problems have again been
 forced to the front, and we have not been allowed to forget the presence
 of our Chinese neighbour on India's north-east frontier. The history of
 our relations with China in Tibet, and of the causes which led to the
 expedition to Lhasa of 1904, have been fully told in Sir Francis Young-
 husband's latest book, and there will be no need for me to dwell upon this
 section of the North-East Frontier.

 Along the whole western border of Se-chuan and Yun-nan runs a line
 of tribal country, to parts of which reference has already been made, and
 which now constitutes one of China's most difficult frontier problems.
 Starting from the north of Se-chuan and running well down into Yun-nan,
 we find the plateaux of the Tibetan nomads. The most northerly of
 them constitute the Chia-rung States, lying to the west of Sung-pan and
 Kuan-hsien in Se-chuan ; then come the fighting Horba States, Chantui
 and Chagla, west of Ta-chien-lu ; then Derge, Chamdo, and Draya, to the
 west of Batang, and Litang and Mili farther south, the three last being
 part of the province of Kham.

 For some years the Chinese authorities of Se-chuan and Yun-nan have
 been working towards the subjugation of these little principalities, and
 recent events have forced their hands and compelled decisive action.
 Early in 1904 the Assistant Amban Feng, who had been appointed to
 Tibet, was murdered on his way when near Batang, and the whole of the
 Lama country was soon up in arms. The disturbances spread over a
 broad stretch of country, and even as far south as Tze-ku on the Mekong,
 where the Lamas burned the French Mission and murdered Father

 Dubernard, one of those brave French pioneers who had devoted the whole
 of his long life and high intellectual gifts to the service of the frontier
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 tribes, having left France when Napoleon III. was at the height of his
 power, and never returned. George Forrest, a young Englishman, nearly
 fell a victim to the fanatic followers of the Lamas at the same time, and

 he was hunted for a month over the Mekong-Salween divide, eventually
 escaping through Wei-hsi, where he arrived almost dead from starvation
 and exposure. The serious nature of this Lama rebellion, and the murder
 of so high an ofiicial as the Amban Feng, finally stirred the Chinese into
 action. Chao Erh-feng, a man of good repute for energy and honest
 service, was entrusted with the task, and in 1906 he set out for Ta-chien-lu,

 commencing the great work on the Tibetan border which is still being
 carried on. In 1908 the Chinese showed their appreciation of the im?
 portance of his work by bestowing on him a rank and title equal to that
 of the Resident at Lhasa, at the same time giving him the fullest powers
 for the entire subjugation of the Marches. The native rulers of Batang,
 Litang, and Hsiangcheng have all been deposed, and their offices abolished,
 the State of Derge has been absorbed, Chinese officials and troops are
 stationed at every important centre, and, whilst the power of the Lamas
 is practically broken, a regular system of Chinese administration is being
 introduced, with schools, roads, and telegraphs. In the meanwhile, the
 increasing prestige of the Government has brought a new confidence to
 the people and the traders, who are now freed from the old lamaist oppres-
 sions, the ula or supply of transport animals for officials by the people, the
 forced service, and all the evils attendant on a powerful and unprincipled
 priesthood.

 From Batang the Amban Chao has constructed a military road as far
 as Derge, and thence he pressed on with his modern-drilled troops to
 Chamdo, the great market of eastern Tibet, and the most important place
 between Ta-chien-lu and Lhasa. The past three years, indeed, have shown
 a tireless energy on these Marches. The powers of the independent states
 have been broken one after the other. Chinese officials have replaced the
 kings, who have generally been pensioned off with a small military title.
 The influence of the Lamas is dead, their greatest Lamaseries destroyed,
 and, for the first time in history, Chinese power is effectually established
 on this road, which forms the great highway between Lhasa and the
 thoroughly administered province of Se-chuan. The importance of the
 subjugation of these states cannot be overlooked. They formed the great
 barrier between China and Lhasa, both from a strategic and political point
 of view, and the effectual absorption of Tibet would have been impossible
 as long as the road was blocked by these tribesmen, who belong to an
 obstinate fighting race, and among whom the Lamas could be trusted to
 maintain a steady opposition to Chinese interference. No sooner was the
 way clear to Lhasa than another road was pushed south to Yun-nan and
 A-tun-tze, thence west to Chamutong and Rima, where the latest of
 China's military posts has recently been established within two or three
 days' march from our territory in Assam. And so we are brought face to
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 face with the realities of the Chinese advance to the very limits of their
 political boundaries in this little-known corner of the Chinese-Indian
 borderland.

 The Future of the Frontier.

 Such then are the long land frontiers which divide the territories of
 China from our Indian Empire, and before closing my paper I will en?
 deavour in a few words to sum up the present position on the frontier.
 On all sides are broad problems of exploration, the unknown reaches of
 the Brahmaputra, and the white patch on the map through which the
 Upper Salween flows. There are unclimbed mountain peaks with eternal
 snows within but a few miles of semi-tropical valleys, great rivers and
 broad deserts, grassy treeless plateaux and evergreen forests. And then
 there is the fringe of tribesmen from the Hunza Nagars to the Abors, the
 Tibetans to the Shans, sounding every note in the gamut of human
 development. Some can boast proud and ancient civilizations, some still
 remain in a state of primitive barbarism, yet all are merging into the two
 Empires to whom Fate has entrusted their welfare, and in whose hands lie

 their future government and administration; for there can be no stopping
 of the clock; the process of absorption is as inevitable and as unresting
 as the sun in its course. Perhaps it is this relentless force of Nature
 which has brought the question of the frontier so forcibly to our notice
 in the course of the past few years. China is awakening to her
 responsibilities as much as to her rights; she is founding an army, a
 representative government, a modern learning and a new press, and
 sometimes the times seem out of joint, the internal situation will not
 balance itself, the external situation becomes top-heavy, and then clouds
 gather on the frontier horizons. She has shown a wonderful skill in the
 peaceful absorption of some races, Marus and Lisus, Kachins and Shans
 having all been gathered at times without too much trouble into the family
 of the sons of Han. Now she is engaged with a new problem, with the
 absorption of the Tibetan peoples, and it may be that this will prove a
 more difficult task, for in the past there has been a tendency for Nature
 to assert herself in the opposite direction, and for the stronger personality
 of the Tibetan to engulf the emigrant Chinese. Perhaps this will prove
 an insuperable difficulty to China's new ambitions in Tibet. If so, it is
 difficult to know what will happen, for it is hardly possible that she can
 maintain a heavy expenditure for her military and administrative
 machinery on the Tibetan border for an indefinite time, and we have yet
 to learn if the bold spirit of the Tibetans will consent to a purely Chinese
 rule not backed by overwhelming forces. Be that as it may, the border
 problem remains the same. India and China must meet along some
 thousands of miles of frontier, and meet as neighbours, willing to work
 hand in hand towards the solution of those difficult border problems
 which beset them both, the administration of the tribes, the substitution
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 of justice, and law, and order, of well-protected trade and agricultural
 prosperity, for the feuds and individualism and poverty that have marked
 the tribal belt in the past.

 India has held out the hand of friendship on all sides, has tried to carry
 into her Chinese relations that broad reasonableness without which nothing

 can be accomplished. The Chinese should prove the best of neighbours
 for us, and there is, I think, every reason to welcome their administrative
 advance, so long as it continues in a spirit of neighbourliness and good
 accord, laying aside small prejudices and striving for the greater good of
 all the frontier peoples. These Chinese have an undoubted liking for us,
 be they tribesmen or the real sons of Han, for they know that they may
 expect from the English fair treatment and just dealings, and in travelling
 through many provinces of China I have never once been met by a dis-
 courteous word or an unfriendly action from the people.

 As there is no dream of aggression from the direction of India, so I
 believe that there need be no danger to us in the recent Chinese advance,
 no yellow peril on the Indian borderland. Events, however, are moving
 apace, and we are reminded of Lord Curzon's warning that " Frontiers are
 the razor's edge on which hang suspended the modern issues of peace or
 war, of life or death to nations." It may be hoped that China will realize
 the value of British friendship in her future ambitions as in her past
 sorrows, arid that she will be willing to meet us in a fair and reasonable
 spirit on the far-reaching Indian frontiers of Yun-nan and Tibet.

 The Pbestdent (before the paper): The reader of the paper to-night, Mr.
 Archibald Rose, is going to lecture to us about the frontiers of China and Great
 Britain in Asia. Mr. Archibald Rose has spent the last twelve years in the Consular
 Service of Great Britain and China. He was in the siege of the Peking Legations,
 from which he emerged, I am glad to say, unscathed. He subsequently travelled
 in Mongolia, and then marched across China from Peking to Sechuan in 1902. He
 spent two years there, in the course of which he travelled over a great deal of
 Western China, and came in 'touch with the frontier problems of China and her
 relations with her far-Western dependencies. For the last three years Mr. Rose
 has been stationed as Consul at Tengyueh, on the Burma-China frontier, at a time
 when the expansion of China in a westerly direction has brought her administrative
 border to the natural but largely undelimited line which is actually the north -
 eastern frontier of India. He has had many opportunities of moving about, and of
 establishing friendly relations with the tribesmen who are wedged into the corner
 where Tibet and China meet. He has just returned home to this country, having
 travelled by way of India and Central Asia. Finally, I may add that he received
 a C.I.E. among the recent honours that were bestowed at the Durbar.

 The Peesident (after the paper): I might feel tempted to follow our lecturer
 this evening in his description of the interesting countries which he has visited, as
 illustrated by the admirable slides that he threw upon the screen, and which recall
 incidents that are indelibly fixed in my own memory. But I prefer to say a few
 words to you on the vastly more important subject which has been raised by his
 paper, and which he has treated not only with knowledge, but with discretion.
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